Giraffe & Friends
Activity Book

Counting, coloring, puzzles, & more!

Ages 3+
Meet the animals

kori bustard
secretary bird
lilac-breasted roller
ostrich
guinea fowl
crocodile
snake
lizard
tortoise
termite
tsetse fly
butterfly
dung beetle
spider
frog
fish
MAMMALS

HERBIVORES  OMNIVORES  CARNIVORES

rhinoceros  elephant  zebra  hippopotamus

Thomson’s gazelle  wildebeest  buffalo  hyrax

mongoose  warthog  baboon  aardvark

hyena  lion  leopard  cheetah
Coloring time

[Image of a giraffe and a baby giraffe in a natural setting]
Thirsty zebras
Help the zebras find the waterhole. But watch out for the stalking lion and pesky tsetse flies!
Counting from 1 to 10
Watch closely as the number of giraffes (& their friends) grows from 1 to 10.
What a long neck!

Which giraffe has the longest neck? And which has the shortest? How many giraffes can you count?
By the river
How many animals can you find in this picture? What are they named?
Spot the differences

Can you spot 5 differences between the two giraffes?

Can you spot 4 differences between the two lilac-breasted rollers?
Many mongooses
How many mongooses can you count? Are there more eggs than snakes?
Opposites

- long (snake)
- short (snake)
- big (elephant)
- small (bear)
- wide (tree)
- narrow (palm tree)
- many (lion cubs)
- few (two lion cubs)
A habitat for me
Match the animal on the left with its favored habitat or food on the right.

- Dung beetle + elephant feces
- Tsetse fly + forest/animals
- Termite + log
- Butterfly + flowers

Answers: dung beetle + elephant feces, tsetse fly + forest/log, termite + log, butterfly + flowers
My favorite food

Match the animal on the right with its food source on the left.

Answers: lion + wildebeest/zebra, giraffes + trees, secretary bird, Thomson's gazelle + grass, insects/reptiles, Thomson's gazelle + grass
Shorter, longer
For each row, circle the longer chain of animals.
Where's my mother?
Help the elephant calf reach its mother but watch out for sneaky predators!
Shapes & colors

- Blue diamond
- Red square
- Green triangle
- Yellow circle
How many giraffes?
How many giraffes can you count?
Do you see more elephants or more hyenas?
Shapes in the night
What shapes can you find in this night-time scene? How many thirsty mongooses do you see?
Colorful ostrich eggs
Can you help the blue, red, & pink mother ostriches find their eggs?

Do you see any unusually-shaped eggs?
Mixing colors

Let's see what happens when we mix colors.
Number practice

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10

Color by number
Whose tracks?

Match the animal on the left with its tracks on the right.

Answers: Kori bustard + tracks in row 3, lion + tracks in row 4, elephant + tracks in row 2, giraffe + tracks in row 1.
Coloring time
Triangles here & there
How many triangles are in this picture?
Hint: there are more than 2 and less than 6.
Termites for supper
Help the aardvark find the termites.
Circle the number of termites you can find.
Draw a square around the number of spiders in the maze.

1 2 3 4
Which is heavier?
For each row, circle the plant or animal that is heavier.

Answers: row 1: tree, row 2: rhinoceros, row 3: elephant, row 4: buffalo
Draw & color

Draw some trees and bushes for the giraffes to eat.

Draw the mother lion’s eyes, nose, and mouth and color her in.
Draw your own picture of a giraffe & its friends: